Algorithm

Linear Feature Detection Software

To keep execution times low, the algorithm searches first for possible bright trails. If
no bright trails are found, the image is searched for dim trails. The function for bright
detection takes on average 0.07s and the function for dim detection takes on
average 0.2s. Execution times can vary drastically because the functions have been
coded with early returns. If any of the tests within the functions fail then the
function returns. All known objects are removed from the image before the search
for trails begins. On average it takes 0.06s to remove stars.

Finding meteors on SDSS images.

frame-filter-run
-camcolfield.fits.bz2

Bz2 file extracted to
fits_dump, a local
folder. 0.8s

frame-filter-run
-camcol-field.fits

PhotoObj file is read for a list of all detected
objects on the image. Known objects are
removed. Less than 0.1 seconds.
photoObj-runcamcol-field.fits

remove_stars
Image with masked objects is first
processed by detect_bright.
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Meteors are transient objects with large angular velocities and random positions on the sky. International
Meteor Organization (IMO) has been conducting visual, video and radar observations of meteors since its
founding in 1988. However, all currently used methods for meteor observation have a high limiting magnitude
(8-9 mag.). To combat that issue, in recent years, telescopic observations of meteors have been gaining on
popularity, but no larger effort has been made to systematically detect telescopic meteors yet.
Wide-field surveys such as SDSS, or the upcoming LSST, are prime candidates for initial systematic detection of
telescopic meteors. Biggest challenge to such a search is a large amount of data that needs to be processed.
SDSS imaging data contain 5.6 million images and together with the necessary photometric catalogue requires
18.8TB of HDD space when compressed. Processing such a large amount of data requires highly optimized
code that produces maximal detection rate while incurring minimal false positive detections.
Benchmarking was done on the entire SDSS i filter (1.12 million images) containing 7 768 trails. Software
detected 5 391 trails, meaning its detection rate is 69.4%. The total number of images in the output was 17
058, which gives the total rejection rate of 98.5%.

Less than 0.1 seconds.
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detect_bright
32 bit float, 1 channel image is converted to
8 bit unsigned integer 1 channel image.

Image
equalization (A)
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Residual dust

Canny edge detection algorithm
extracts edges. Edges forming a
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Minimal Area
Rectangles (B)

closed loop are found. Minimal
area rectangles are fitted.
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Hough line
detection.

Image is reconstructed by drawing only
127

the rectangles with longer to shorter side
length ratio larger than lwTresh.

Run: 5973
Date: Jun. 1st 2006.
Because of TDI imaging
regime meteors tend to span
several frames of a single
filter.

Lines are fitted on A and B images. If their
coordinates pass a series of requirements a
BRIGHT trail was detected.
Successful.

Save and
continue.

Detection?

Failed.

detect_dim
Increase
contrast

Add addFlux value to all pixels with values
above minFlux threshold.
Hough line
detection.

Size of defocused image
depends on distance
and meteor size
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continue.
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Linear feature detection software
execution times per function.
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Strong defocusing
effects!

Run: 2728
Date: Nov. 18th 2001.
Trail length: 1.68°
Angular speed: 6.63°/s

